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Discover How One Single Application Can Triple Your Sales, Boost Your Profits, Split Test Ads And

Banners While Not Cluttering Your Webpages Or Turn Off Your Prospects! The Absolute Solution To

Managing Your Ad Boxes From One Centralized Area Ads In Da Box Will Help You: * Support for all

types of adverts * Grouping scheme to classify ads in individual groups. * Easy installer with built in FTP *

Absolutely NO MySQL DB installation required. * Produces codes for unlimited rotation of unlimited ads. *

Ads can be rotated on onsite/offsite web pages * View statistics for impressions and clicks Plus so much

more... Dear Friend, Initially it started as one of those "nothing better to do" experiments. I figured if I can

provide the visitors with the most relevant banner ads or text blocks 'ala Adsense' style I will probably

gain more revenue from each of my sites.... ....and it did! Then I thought if placing static advertisements

on a web page can boost my income potential, then why not rotate each ad/banners/text block on every

reload or when the visitor clicks through the links on the site. This is in the attempt to gain maximum

exposure for my ads without over cluttering my web pages with unwanted ads. I manually coded the

script using free resources so that I can rotate an ad block easily......did it bring up profits up a notch?

...yes it did! It's much simpler than you think. You just have to build a site for a particular niche, stuff it with

Ads from your favorite relevant affiliate programs, market the site/s and you will see SOME profits coming

in and an even easier way is to strategically place Google AdSense ad boxes on your web pages....at

least that was what I did to earn a regular monthly revenue from sites I don't even monitor anymore......

But The BIG problem is..... If you have tons of Ads you'd like to place on a page you might be getting into

the problem of over cluttering your web pages and if you decide to cut down on your ads, you might lose

on the top performing ones which might not get a decent number of views which equates to lesser clicks

and an even lesser profit margin. So you may have toyed over several methods of displaying as many

ads on a single page without being obstructive to your visitors....and one of the best ways is to place

rotating ads that changes every time it reloads.......but then again, if the visitor leaves the page without

refreshing or navigating through your other pages, some of your Ads will lose view counts.... Then you

continued on probing through some other methods which led may have led you to rotating Flash Ads or
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Gif images, this about solves the problem of not having ALL your relevant ads to have maximum

exposure and view counts...but unfortunately it doesn't solve the problem of putting an Ad like that

together... :( The cost and time to create such an Ad is a turm off.... What YOU need is a system that: *

Can rotate, most type of images, flash ads or even text ad boxes * Refreshes itself automatically with an

interval I can control * Manages ALL ads for ANY of my websites so that I do not have to go through the

hassle of installing it again for my other sites (one centralized ad management panel) * Has a grouping

scheme that allows me to manage my ads * Does not need me to install any additional MySQL

database... * Allows me to add 10s' or 100s' of ads which rotates EVEN when the page is NOT refreshed

* Allows me to check the statistics of each ad and see the ads that are performing better than others *

Automatically expire ad blocks or leave it to run forever the Solution.... Ads In Da Box! Here's how the

Ads In Da Box Will Help you: * Support for all types of adverts including image advertisings (JPG, GIF

and PNG), flash ads and text ads (like google). * Grouping scheme to classify ads in individual groups. *

Easy installer with built in FTP * Absolutely NO MySQL db installation required. * Produces codes for

unlimited rotation of unlimited ads. * Ads can be rotated on onsite/offsite web pages * View statistics for

impressions and clicks * Preloaded with common ad sizes and you can even add in custom sizes too! *

Easily customize the colors for your text based ads * Flexible and easy changing of refresh rates for each

ads * Automatically expire ad blocks or leave it to run forever, it's your choice! * Password protected

admin panel for managing the ads Quick And Easy Installation Ads In Da Box comes in an easy to install

desktop based script installer which allows you to set your sites in literally minutes... Minimal Space,

Maximum Exposure! Self Hosted No subscription fee, no monthly billings, just one single investment and

you can install it and run unlimited ads over unlimited sites! Split Test With Ease! Split test your banners

and see in real time the ones that have the most clicks over views and build more profitable Ad

campaigns: Manage ALL Your Ad Boxes From One Centralized Panel Password protection allows only

you as the Admin to see your campaigns. Easy JS codes enables you to just copy and paste your ad

blocks into any web pages even if they are not stored in the same server. All you need is a server that

supports PHP and you're ready to go! Auto Expiration Of Ad Blocks Customizable Sizes And Text

Formats Do you have custom banner sizes that you would like to add? Easy peasy.... Would you like to

change the fonts/format to one single format for ALL your text blocks? You have ABSOLUTELY nothing

to lose but LOTS TO GAIN! ------------------------------ for more cheap price product visit my store here
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